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SUPPLIES

b yard -1 panel for center
#2722-600 Multi

2 yards stripe for borders
#2722-500 Multi

¼ yard blue ribbon scroll -
#2722-207 Blue
for blocks

½ yard pink ribbon scroll
#2722-207 Pink
for binding

1¾ yard 45" wide batting 

1¾ yard backing

CUTTING

Trim panel ¾" 
from framed fairies
this will yield a
23 " X 42 ¾" center.

Cut two rose stripes
from 2 yard piece.
¼" out from dark
pink stripe.

Cut two fairy stripes from
2 yard piece
¼" out from dark pink
stripe and right at the top
of the fairy background
color.

Cut 4 squares the same width and height as
the fairy stripe width - 7" X 7" blue ribbon
scroll blocks.

Cut 6 - 2 ½" strips from the width of the
fabric for binding.

CONSTRUCTION
all seams ¼"

Piece a 23 " long rose strip to the top and
bottom of the center panel. Cut one from
each strip. This leaves enough length on
each strip for side borders.
Construct the side borders by 
piecing a 47¾" long fairy strip to a 47¾"
long rose strip.



Fairies feet (the pink side)
face the rose strip.
Repeat to make a second
side border.
Piece the side borders to the
panel. The rose side of the
border is sewn to the center
panel. Piece a blue ribbon
scroll block to each side of
the top and bottom borders. 

Piece borders onto quilt.

Layer backing batting and quilt top. Quilt all
layers. Bind.

BONUS PROJECT
Strips not used for the borders from the 2
yard piece are exactly the right size for a
companion pillowcase. Cut strips to 36"
lengths. Seam strips together in this order. 

Seam one end and side of pillowcase. Press
½" of opening side to the wrong side. Pin up
hem 3½" and hem opening, sewing close to
the fold on the ½" turned up side.


